Shot List for HIFF TRAILER - R1

**SCENE 1- LEEWARD OAHU, BEACH NEAR CAVE.**

1.01 WIDE shot resembling HIFF cover and Man coming into frame to find in the froth of ocean or sand.
1.02 From OTS of the MAN picking up the FILM CANISTER and examining it, opening it up. Position?
1.03 CU of FILM CANISTER being open and FILM REEL being taken out.
1.04 CU from underneath of the MAN's reaction to finding the CANISTER. BOOM UP with STEAD CAM as MAN pulls out reel
1.05 PUSH ON CU with STEAD CAM on reactions and eyes.
1.06 CU on strip of film with WOMAN backlit and smiling.

**SCENE 2- CHINATOWN.**

2.01 STEAD CAM or DOLLY back as WOMAN comes out of office building and we reveal VESPA and looks down and notices C
2.02 Low Angle CU of WOMAN putting on helmet and googles and looking down at gutter.
2.03 OTS of Woman reaching for FILM CANISTER.
2.04 FROM DOWNLOW focusing on FILM CANISTER and then WOMAN as she PICKS UP FILM CANISTER and we boom up as
2.05 CU of FILM CANISTER being put in her basket.

**SCENE 3- SEASIDE-Yoke's**

3.01 WIDE SHOT of man and his spearfishing gear, cooler and FILM CAN in hand returning to his VW bus. He puts FILM CAN
3.02 CU of speargun being put away.
3.03 CU of fins being put away.
3.04 CU of cooler being put away.
3.05 CU starting car and we boom up to reveal FILM CAN still on the roof of VW.
3.06 JIB-From overhead of FILM CAN on roof BOOM down as we catch VW zooming off.
3.07 Helicopter tracking shot of reel onto of moving VW van and zooming out to WIDE shot of road.

**SCENE 4-TARO PATCH-WAIANAE**

4.01 ULTRA WIDE of WOMAN on VESPA going through TARO fields.

**SCENE 5-COASTAL ROAD WAY-Yoke's**